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A SI~PLE AXIOMATIC BASIS FOR PROGRAMMING LA~GUAGE CONSTRUCTS. by Edsger W.Dijkstra Abstract. The sementics of a program can be defined in terms of a predicate trensfermer associating with any post-condition (characterizing a set of fiMal states) the corresponding weekest pre-condition (cha~acterizing a set of ini tial states). The sementics of a programming language cah be defined by rega~ding a program text as a prescription for constructing its cor~esponding predicate transformer. lts conceptual simplicity, the modest amount ·Of rnathematics needed and its constructive nature seem to be its outstanding virtues. In camparisen with . alternative approaches it should be remarked, firstly, that all nonterminating computations are r~garded as eq~ivalent · and, secandly, that a program construct like the gata-statement falls outside its scope; the latter characteristic, however, does nat strike the author as a shortcoming, on the contrary, it confirms him in one of his prejudices! . correctness proef seems the only way to reach the required confidence level.
In order that such a convincing correctness proef may exist, two conditions must be satisfied by such a correctness proef:
it must be a proef and that implies that we Meed a set of axioms to start with 2) it must be convincing and that implies that we must be able to write, to check, to understand and to . appreciate the proef.
This essay deals with the first of these two topics;
We are considering finite computations only; therefore we can restriet ourselves to computational processas taking place in a fihite state machine however, we know that the inclusion of the infinite computation is nat a logically painless affair, on the contrary! In the light of that experience it seems more effective to restriet oneself to finite computations taking place in a finite, but sufficiently large universe, thereby avoiding a number of otherwise self-inflicted peins. These mathematicians that are so biased as to refuse to consider an area of thought worthy of their attention, unless it pays full attention to their pet generalizations, should perhaps net try by hand or by machine. The basic shortcoming of this approach was that the sementics .of an algorithm were expressed in terms of "the rules of the game", i.e~ in terms of another algorithm. · The game can only bè played fora chosen initia! state, and as a result it is as powe.rless as program testing! A mechanistic d~finition as such is not a sound basis for making assertions about the whole class of possible computations associated with a program.
It is this shortcoming that the axio'matic methad seeks to remedy.
We consider predicates P, Q, R, .
•. on thesetof s tates; for each possible state a given predicate will be either ~r u e ar false and if we sa desire, we can regard the predicate as characterizing the subset of states for. which it is true. There are two special predicates, r.amed T and F: T is~ for all possible states (characteri z es the universe), Fis false for all pos sible states (characterizes the empty set). We call two predicates Pand Q Elqual ("P = Q") when the sets of states for which they are . 2) constants of the appropriate types EWD":~72 -':I ~) free variables of the appropriate types.
The rules for evaluation of these formal expresslons fall outside the scope of this essay: we assume them to be given "elsewhere", net tempted te rede, say, the work of a Boole or a Peano. (The ability to fo~mulate the specificetions to be met by the program presupposes that such work hes already bien ~one "elsewhere".)
We consider the se~antics of ~ program S fully det~rmined when we can derive for any post-condition P to be satisfied by the final state, the weekest pre-condition that for this purpose should be satisfied by the initial state. We regard thi~ weekest pre-condition as a function of the post-condition
Pand denote it by "f5(P)
•
Here we regard the f5 as a "predicate transformer", as a rule for deriving the weakest pre-condition from the post-condition to which it corresponds.
The sementics of a program 5 are defined when its corresponding predicate transfarmer f5 ~s given, the sementics of a programming language are defined when the rules are given which tell .how to construct the predicate transfarmer fS corresponding to any program 5 written in that language~
As most programming languages are defined recursively, we can expect such construction rules for the predicate transfarmer of the total program to be expressed in terms of predicate transfarmers associated with components.
But, as we shall see in a moment, we must abserve some restrictions, for if we allow ourselves toa much freedom in the co nstr u ction of oredicate transfarmers we may arrive at predicate transfarmers fS such tha~ fS(P) can na langer be int~rpreted as the weekest pre-conditio n ccrresponding to the post-condi~ion P fora oossible deterministic machine.
Dur construction rules for predicate transfarmers fS must be such that, whatever f5 we construct, it must have the following four basic properties:
rS(P and Q) = f5(P) and fS(Q) Precücate tra;:sformers enjoying those four properties we cé.lll "healthy''.
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Proparty 1 assures that we are justified in regarding the prediestas as characterizing our true subject matt_ er, viz. sets of states: it would be awkward if
Proparty 2 is the so-called "L~w of the Excluded Miracle" end does not need any further justification.
The justification for properties 3 and 4 beoomes fairly obvious when we consider, for instance, P = (0 <x < 2) and Q = (1 ~x~ 3) and require that each initia! state satisfying fS(P) is mappad into a single state satisfying P and similarly for Q. Conversely it can be shown that each healthy predicate transfarmer fS can be interpreted as describing. the net effect of a deterministic machine, whose actions are fully determined by the initia! state.
From our 1st and 4th properties we can derive a conclusion. Let P =>,Q; from this it fellows that there exists a predicate R such that we can write Q =PEL R. Dur 1st and 4th properties then tellus that fS(Q) = fS(P E.f. R) = fS(P) or fS(R) from which we deduce that
5) P => Q implies fS(P) => fS(Q) :
A further useful proparty of healthy predicate transfarmers can be derived already at this stage. Properties end 4 allow us to conclude for
Taking at bath sides the conjunction with non fS(P) we reach fS(~ P) and ~ fS(P) == fS(T) and .!22.!l fS(P)
Properties 1 , 2 and 3 allow us to conclude for the same fS and same P fS(P) end fS(~ P) == fS(P and .!22.!l P) = fS(F) = F Taking in the last two formulae at bath sides the disjunction we find for healthy predicate transfarmers proparty 6) fS(~ P) == fS(T) and ~ fS(P) ar, r:=-ol •~ci >· <_' P t,y ~Pand tak:ing -tr e n ega ti o ,~ a t h:J t h s ides, its al ter~a-
The simplest predicate transfarmer enjoying the four basic properties is the identity transformation:
The corresponding stat~ment is well known to programmers, they usually cal! it "the empty statement".
But it is very hard to build up ~ery powerful programs from empty statements alone, we need somethin~ more powerful. We really want to transfarm a given predicate P into a possibly different predicate fS(P).
One of the .most basic operations that can be performed upon forma! expréssions is substitution, i.e. replacing all accurences of a variabie by (the same) "something else".· If in the predicate p . all otcurrences of the variable "x" ~re replaced by (E), then we denote the result of this tranformation by p .
E -x
Now we can ~onsider statements S such that fS(P) : P .
· E -x where x is a "co-ordinate variable" of our state space and E an expression bf the appropriate type. The above rule introduces a whole class of statements, each of them given by three things a) the identity of the variable x to be replaced b) the fact that the substitution is the corresponding rule for predicate transformation c) the expression E which is to replace every occurrence of x in P.
The usual way to write such a statement is
and s~ch a statement is known under the name of an "assignment statement".
We can formulate the 
The above rules enable us to establish the sementics of the empty program and of the program consisting of a single assignment statement. In order to be able to campose more complicated predicate transformers, we abserve that the functional composition of two healthy predicate transfarmers is again healthy. Sa this is a legitimate way of constructing a new one and we are led to the Axiom of Concatenation. Given two statements 51 and 52 witr. healthy predicate transförmers f51 and f52 respectiv~ly, the predicate transfarmer f5, given for all P by
is healthy and taken as the sementic definition of the statement 5 that we denote by 51 52
Functional composition is associative and we are therefore justified in the use of the term "concatenation": it makes na difference if we perse "51 ; 52; 53" either as "(51 ; 52); 53" ar as "51 ;(52; 53)".
Relating the axiomatic definition of the concatenation operator ";" ta aur intuitive understanding of a sequentia! computation, it just means that each execution af 51 (when campleted) will immediately be fellewed by an execution of 52 and, conversely, that each execution nf 52 has immediately been preceded by an execution of 51. The functional compositian identifies the initia! state of 52 with the final state of 51.
~OCkF' · J fa~~ '1ew programmi'!9 language construcLs implies lookiï;g for EWD372 -7 new ways of constructing predieets trensformers, but all this, of course, subject to the restrietion that the ensuing predicate transfarmer must be healthy. And a number of obvious suggestions must be rejected on that ground, such as:
for that would vialate the Law of the Excluded Miracle.
A lso fS(P) = f51 (P) and f52(P) .
must be rejected as such a fS violates the basic property 4:
= { f51 (P) .2.!: f51 (Q)) and {f52(P) .2.!: f52(Q)} while fS(P) 2E fS(Q) = {f51(P) and f52(P)} EL {f51 (Q) and f52(Q)} and they are in general different, as the first of the two leads to the additional terms in the disjunction {f51 (P) and f52(Q)} 2E {f51 (Q) and f52(P)} Similarly, if we choose fS(P) = f51 (P) or f52(P)
property 3 is violated, because fS(P ~ Q) = f51 (P and Q) or f52(P ~ Q) = { f51 (P) ~ f51 (Q)} 2E { f52(P) and f52(Q)} while fS(P) ~ fS(Q) = {f51(P) 2E f52(P)} and {f51 (Q) ~ f 52(Q)} and here the secend one leads to the additienel terms in the disjunction {rs1 (P) and f52(Q)} ~ {rs! (Q) and f52(P)} as f51 (Q) => f51 1 (Q) for any Q,
f5'(P) for any P. QED. let 52' be as weak as 52, EWD372 -9 then for any P, fS(P) = f51 (Q) and f5'(P) = f51 (R) where Q = f52(P) and R = f52' (P). Because for any P, Q => R, it fellows from the healthiness of f51, that fS(P) => fS'(P) for any P. QED. 
which is a tractable t h ing in the : s ense that i f f H 0 i s ~s streng (weak) as fH 1 , it fellows via ma t hematical induction f rom the Th e erem of Monotonicity that fH i is a s streng (weak) a s fH 1 + 1 for all i . W~ s hould like to start the recurrence relation with a constant transfor~er f H 0 that is either as streng or as weak as any other. We can do this for a predicate transfarmer as streng as any ether by choosing fH 0 = f5TOP given by f5TDP(P) = F for any P (The ~r e d icA t~ t ra n s fa r me r f STO P s a ti s çi Es e ll t~e r e qu i r ? men ts ~or healthiness.) implies for the same P the next one in the sequence, ~e could try for i > 0
i.e. the fS . (P) i~ the "incremental tolerance", but -bath on account of 1
the conjunction and on account of the negation-it is nat immediately obvious that such a construction is a . healthy predicate transformer. Therefore we praeeed a l i ttle bit more carefully, first deriving a fev.
• at her theorems about two predicate transfarmers fS and fS', su~h that f5 is as strong as fS',
i.e. fS(P) => fS'(P) for any P. Another way of writing this same implicatio n is fS' (P) = fS(P) 2L { fS' (P) ~ non f5(P ) } Referring to property 6 ' of healt hy predicate transfarmers we can replace "non fS(P)" and find fS' (P) = fS(P) ~ { fS' (P) and { rs(~ P) or ~ fS(T)}} Because fS(~ P) => fS' (nOn P) ~ ~ fS' (P), this reduces to fS'(P) = fS(P) 2L {fS'(P) and ~ fS(T)} (4) from which we derive (by taking the conjunction with fS(T)) fS'(P) and fS(T) = fS(P) (5) and ( by taking the conjunction with non fS(P)) fS' (P) and ~ fS(P) = f5' (P) and ~ fS(T)
From (6) we conclude, because fH ._ 1 (P) =>fH . (P), that o~r tertati11e
1 .
~ l eóds te fSi (P) = fHi (P) and .!2!21l fHi_ 1 (P) = fHi(P) ~ ~ fHi_ 1 (T) EWD372-11
and because "~ fHi_ 1 (T)" is a predicate independent of P, the fSi as defined by (3) it is easy ta show that
This is proved by a reduttia ad absurdum. Let i < j and suppose K. and K. ~ F; then there exists a pointvin statespace such that ( 1 0) and this is exactly the relation we ha ve been loo k i ng f or.
In passing we nate that, on account of (9 ), K . = F implies fS.(P) = F; on account know that l af (7) this tells us that f or any P fHi ( P) => fHi_ 1 (P) => fHi (P) f'or any P and we cor.clude l .
fHi_ 1 (P); we also fH . ( P) = fH . 1 ( P) . (10) we conclude that with t he aict of o0i sequence fS .
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fH ( P) = (~ i : 1 < i: fS,(P)) l.
but that ene, although healthy, is nat interesting because on account of (10) it is identically F; and secondly
The latter one is nat identically F and we call it a predicate tra~sformer "composed by recursion 11 • In form~la (12), fo. r each point v_ in state space, such that fH(P)(v) = true; the existentiel quantifier singles out a unique value of i.
Alternatively we may write
It is by now most urgent that we relate the above · to our intuitive understanding of the recursive procedure: then all our formulae become quite obvious.
First a remark abóut the Theerem of Monotonicity: it.just states that if we repla~e a nomp6nent of a atructure by a more powerful one, th~ modified structure will be at least as powerful as the original one. ( terminste wi th a dynamic recursion depth nat ex.ceeding i, while ·K. characterizes
. '1 .
those initia! states such that a call of H will give rise to a ~aximum recursion depth exactly i, This intuitive interpretation ~akes our earlier formulae quite obvious, fH(T) is the weekest pre-condition that the call wil! lead to a terminating computation.
The Theerem of Monotonicity was proved for predicate transfarmers formed by concatenatie~ an~/or selection. If in the body of H one of the pr~dicate transfarmers fS is replaced by fS', as wea k (streng) as fS, then G'(fH) will be as weak (strong) as G(fH), giving rise to an fH! as weak is nice and compact, in actual ' practice it has one t r emendous disadvantage:
for all but the simplest bodies, it is impossible to use it dire~tly. fH 1 (P) becomes a line, fH 2 (P) becomes a page, etc. and this circumstance makes it aften very unattractive to use i t di r ec t ly. We ca n not bla me our axiomatic definition of the recursive procedure 1or thi s una ttracti ve state of affairs:
recursion is such a powerful technique for the construction of new predicate transfarmers that we can hardly expect a recursive proceciure "chosen at random" to turn out to be a mathematically manageable ob j ect. Sa ~e had better discover which recursive procedures can be managed intellectually and how. This is nothing more nor less than asking for useful theorems about the sementics of recursive procedures.
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Now we are going to prove the Fundamental Invariance Theorem for Recursive Procedures.
Consider a text, called H", of the farm
to which corresponds a predicate tr~nsformer fH", such that for a specific pair of predicates Q .and R, the assumption Q => fH' (R) is a sufficient assumption. about fH' for proving Q => fH"(R)
procedure H given by
In that case, the recursive 
and from (15), (14) fellows trivially. Relation (15) holds for i= 0, and we shall show if it holds for i = j-1 , it will hold for i = j as well.
In the formulation of the Fundamental Invariance Theerem for Recursive
Procedures we have mentioned "a pair of predicates Q and R"; we did so, because besides the co-ordinate variables of the state space, in which the computations evolve, and the constants, they may contain free variables as well and they are paired by the fact that they are the same in a pair Q and R.
For instance, bath Q and R may end w:ith "and (x = x 0 )", where "x" is a co-ordinate variabie and "x " a free variable 
E(P'and Q) = E(P) and E'(Q) E(P!2L Q) = E(P) o~ E(Q) and thereforé also th~ fifth:
The statement that with regard · to the predicate pair Q and R the assumption Q => fH'(R) is a sufficient assumption about fH' in order to prove Q :> fH"(R) amounts more expl icitly to the follo wi'l g statement:
There exist .for the free variables occurring in Q and R a set i of values (in general functionally dependen t on the set e), such that R. d> P1 
.. . 
and as aresult {Qi and fHj_ 1 (T)J => fH'(Ri) is then a sufficient assumption about fH' to conclüde that . {Q and fH . (T)} => fH"(R 
